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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST 1Pronouns

PRESTIGE 12.9

 DİLKO® İNGİLİZCE

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Some dogs are tough to train and thus, people 
presume that there is ---- wrong with them. 
However, ---- dogs are smart and determined and 
such features act as hindrance, when it comes 
to training them.

A)    anything / this  B)    nothing / theirs
C)    another / their  D)    something / these
 E)    one / those

2. Rich people or large companies do fi nance 
art, but then it is often inaccessible to ordinary 
people; therefore, governments have a duty to 
make art available to ----.

A)    ours  B)    we
C)    itself  D)    themselves
 E)    everyone

3. There are many more people whom the digital 
revolution has passed by but the surprising 
thing is that ---- people are not often ---- who 
can’t afford to shop online.

A)    these / those  B)    those / one
C)    other / this  D)    the other / they
 E)    others / the ones

4. Many people in Lesotho do not see the election 
results as legitimate, and the system ---- has 
been compromised in the eyes of observers 
both inside and outside.

A)    by themselves B)    itself
C)    himself  D)    oneself
 E)    by oneself

5. There are many of ---- around who have great 
passion for dancing or have a desire to learn 
different forms of dancing but cannot because 
of ---- busy schedules.

A)    us / our  B)    ours / their
C)    them / theirs D)    you / yours
 E)    yours / its

6. We spend hours in gym for body fi tness but 
majority of ---- ignore to exercise our brain. In 
fact, brain power is ---- that requires our close 
attention,

A)    them / anyone B)    us / something
C)    it / everything D)    they / another one
 E)    we / the one

7. Presently, scientists have to compete for 
funding and do not share information among ----.

A)    itself  B)    one another’s
C)    themselves D)    those
 E)    his

8. There are ---- who work from home who are very 
serious about it; they are dedicated, day and 
night, to doing their jobs.

A)    the one  B)    everyone
C)    one’s  D)    this
 E)    those

9. When choosing a career, you have to ask ---- 
whether it will lead to the generation of enough 
income for meeting ---- present as well as future 
fi nancial demands and requirements.

A)    yours / those  B)    you / yours
C)    oneself / that  D)    yourself / your
 E)    everyone / this

10. People treat you the way you teach ---- to treat 
you; that’s to say, if you request and insist on 
---- boundaries being honoured, they will be.

A)    it / yours  B)    yourself / these
C)    their / other D)    theirs / the others
 E)    them / your
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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST - 3

10. If all parents are allowed to hit their children in 
the name of discipline, some parents ---- too far 
and will infl ict severe emotional and physical 
damage on their children.

A)    may go  B)    used to go
C)    could have gone D)    had to go
 E)    may have gone

11. My father ---- get occasional injections to 
maintain his good health ever since he got an 
operation but aside from that he lives a normal 
life.

A)    used to  B)    has had to
C)    might  D)    had to
 E)    may

12. I ---- myself to her because I know that Ms. 
Losaria already knows what is going on in my 
head.

A)    couldn’t have explained
B)    can’t explain
C)    can’t have explained
D)    needn’t explain
E)    mustn’t explain

13. When you had many other important issues and 
concerns, I don’t believe you ---- all your money 
on clothes.

A)    can spend B)    may have spent
C)    are to spend D)    could spend
 E)    should have spent

14. Judging from the profi le of those who apply to 
our fi rm, the percentage of girls in engineering 
---- substantially in recent years.

A)    can increase  B)    should increase
C)    might increase  D)    must increase
 E)    must have increased

15. In every country, you ---- drink too much alcohol 
and then drive as it is against the law.

A)    don’t have to B)    needn’t
C)    mustn’t  D)    might not
 E)    don’t have to

16. Consumers had hoped more goods in stores ---- 
lower prices but defi nitely that was not the case.

A)    would mean  B)    may mean
C)    can mean  D)    shall mean
 E)    have to mean

17. It’s up to you; we ---- go out if you don’t want to. 
In fact, we can spend the whole day inside.

A)    mustn’t  B)    cannot 
C)    didn’t use to D)    don’t have to
 E)    didn’t have to

18.  The administration raised prices and cut 
production but instead they ---- the costs.

A)    may have cut B)    needn’t have cut
C)    should have cut D)    didn’t need to cut   
 E)    didn’t have to cut

19. The trip ---- to include a few other events but the 
organizers were unwilling to do so.

A)    should be extended
B)    can be extended
C)    has to be extended
D)    could have been extended
E)    may have been extended

20. Doctors told George that his disease ---- by 
years of working in smoke-fi lled clubs.

A)    can be caused
B)    would have caused
C)    may have been caused
D)    had better cause
E)    might cause
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4Passive & Causative

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The stabbing and shooting pains that accompany 
a major kidney stone attack can bring you literally 
to your knees but once you ---- a painkiller, 
however, the symptoms tend to become much 
more manageable.

A)    received  B)    will have received
C)    will receive D)    have received
 E)    can be received

2. Kandy was the last remaining independent 
kingdom in Sri Lanka for almost 200 years until 
1815, when the British ---- this throne effectively 
bringing an end to Sri Lanka’s longstanding royal 
legacy.

A)    captured  B)    would capture
C)    have captured D)    had been captured
 E)    were captured

3. We ---- about children or adults being better 
learners as it ---- the situation and the motivation 
of the person, and the level of enthusiasm he or 
she has for learning.

A)    shouldn’t generalize / depended on
B)    cannot generalize / depends on
C)    aren’t generalized / was depending on
D)    hadn’t generalized / may depend on 
E)    couldn’t have generalized / depended on

4. Opponents of corporal punishment claim that 
physical punishment teaches children that you 
can use force to make others ---- what you want.

A)    do  B)    did
C)    done  D)    to do
 E)    doing

5. Some people ---- to attribute the success of their 
children to external causes such as luck, which 
---- them to a great extent.

A)    inclined / can discourage
B)    have inclined / is discouraged
C)    were inclined / will discourage
D)    are inclined / discourages
E)    had been inclined / was discouraged

6. Organic varieties of tea ---- without the use of 
chemical pesticides or fertilizers, which is a 
more labour-intensive growing method but it ---- 
superior quality tea.

A)    are grown / produces
B)    were grown / was produced
C)    have grown / can be produced
D)    must be grown / used to produce
E)    grew / had been produced

7. Espresso coffee has always been a popular 
beverage in Mediterranean countries, but now 
it ---- in other parts of the world increasingly as 
well.

A)    was consumed B)    consumes
C)    is being consumed D)    will have consumed
 E)    had been consumed

8. In the early 1900s, in an era when working 
conditions in many industries ---- as being unfair 
and unsafe, Johnson & Johnson stood out for its 
enlightened approach to caring for its employees, 
many of whom were women.

A)    have been protested B)    had protested
C)    were being protested D)    protested
 E)    were to protest

9. Long before refrigeration ----, people used their 
intelligence to preserve fruit; for instance, they 
---- it and either used it in desserts and main 
dishes or consumed it as a snack.

A)    invented / would dry
B)    has been invented / had dried
C)    had invented / could dry
D)    was invented / dried
E)    was to invent / were dried

10. Automobile safety is a huge social issue that ---- 
and equipping your car with safety accessories 
and gadgets ---- you a safe drive.

A)    hasn’t ignored / can ensure
B)    shouldn’t be ignored / had ensured
C)    hadn’t ignored / were ensured
D)    can’t be ignored / will ensure
E)    wasn’t ignored / would be ensured




